
4306 - Bus Negligence - The plaintiff, who was confined to a wheelchair (but was still highly active) and
suffered from MS, was left incapacitated when her wheelchair was dropped while being unloaded from a
contract TARC bus
Allgeier v. MV Transportation, 07-11559
Plaintiff: B. Todd Thompson, Brian 
Brownfield and Millicent A. Tanner, Thompson Miller & Simpson, Louisville and Scott C. Cox, Cox & Mazzoli,
Louisville
Defense: Gene F. Zipperle, Jr., Ward 
Hocker & Thornton, Louisville
Verdict: $4,174,630 for plaintiff
Circuit: Jefferson, J. Shaw, 9-15-10
    Barbara Allgeier, age 65, suffers from MS and at the time of this incident, she was confined to a wheelchair. 
Despite that status, Allgeier remained highly active.  To facilitate that status, Allgeier relied on TARC’s bus service. 
That is, TARC would pick up Allgeier and transport her on various errands.  To accomplish this task (moving
disabled persons), TARC contracted with a California company, MV Transportation.
    On 12-8-06, Allgeier had a busy day.  MV Transportation picked her up in a specialized bus (that accommodates
wheelchair patrons) and took her to Frazier Rehabilitation where she was trained on a new wheelchair.  She next
went to the beauty stop.  Her last stop of the day was a return home.  She was transported on an MV Transportation
paratransit bus by Wilma Caldwell.
    Arriving at the residence, Caldwell began to unload Allgeier.  As this process unfolded, Allgeier’s wheelchair
became stuck.  Caldwell became confused and released the restraints holding the wheelchair.  This caused the
wheelchair to tip over and crash onto the ground.
    That impact resulted in a serious injury to Allgeier.  She broke both legs, there being a total of nine separate
fractures.  It was Allgeier’s proof that while disabled before this accident, she still remained active – these new
injuries have left her totally disabled.  Her medical bills were $74,130 and she sought $7.5 million for pain and
suffering.
    In this lawsuit, she alleged MV Transportation violated the common carrier standard in improperly loading her. 
She also presented a claim that Caldwell was improperly trained.  Plaintiff’s bus expert was Lance Watt, Engineer,
Lancaster, PA.  Part of her proof went to the events after the accident.  MV Transportation delayed in calling EMS,
Allgeier sitting in pain for nearly 45 minutes – in fact, MV Transportation bigwigs were summoned to the scene
before paramedics. [The bigwigs took pictures of the scene as Allgeier lay on the metal lift in 25 degree weather.]
    MV Transportation defended this difficult case as well as it could.  Besides contesting fault, it also diminished
damages suggesting Allgeier was significantly improved and was now utilizing a motorized wheelchair.
    The jury’s verdict was for Allgeier on both the common carrier standard and negligent training.  It also rejected
any apportionment to Allgeier for having been dropped.
    Then to damages, Allgeier took her medicals as claimed plus $4.1 million for pain and suffering.  The verdict
totaled $4,174,630.  A consistent judgment has been entered.
    MV Transportation has since moved for a new trial and challenged the award of pain and suffering damages.  It
argued that $4.1 million was excessive when there was proof Allgeier recovered within six months and has since
successfully moved to a motorized wheelchair.


